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best when 41t came to accurate rendering. But they had to obey their in

struction. And they could'nt translatelove charity - agape or agapao

charity in every case. We can't say show charity to God. And we can't say

God is charity. So in about half the cases they translated it love and in

about halt charity and nobody has yet been able to find a basis f distin

ction as to why they called it charity in certain cases and love in others.

We are., I believe, much more corrupt in using the same word for all ti-s

appearances. Our English word love is the word which has been most generalLy

used for it. While our word charity of course, has come to have an entirety

different meaning in modern English.

Paul says, "Though I speak with the tongues of men and of angels" and

surely there is nothing we want more or should want - there aremany who

don't. There are those who come to Seminary who think they already speak #

with the tongues of men and of angels perhaps. They think Public Speaking

is just A waste of time. They are qiready quite sufficiently good honestly.

I've found - I used to teach Public Speaking here - and I found the hardest

thing wae getting people willing to try to learn. Everybody hears his own

voice from up inside his head and it soufids malicious. Laughter..........

And he assumes that it sounds to others h it sounds to him. If he could

just ge the truth in his mind, he could just go out and it would come out

and peole would just be thrilled. And I used to see graduates of seminary

teachin in a room this size and talking in a voice you could hear three

rows bak. The people sleeping ati around and they wondered why ... laugh

ter




ma I used to see people who study the Truth and try to understand what

it was and get up and talk in such a monotonous tone that you had to struggle

to keep from going to sleep because there was nothing in it, that's all, to

hold an7body's attention whatever. It's worth every bit of effort we can

give i to learn to speak with the tongues of men and of angels so that

God's tessage will get across. But if we-get this- if we speak in such a
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